
Turn off mosquitoes.
Turn on summer.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvQBI8x2pxg


Our homes are where life happens and 
memories are made everyday. 

Why limit yourself to the constraints of your 
walls, windows, and doors? 

Extend more parts of your daily routine and 
discover more special moments that await. 



From quiet morning coffee to 
spontaneous get-togethers, LIV 
is for anyone wanting to live life 
outside.

INSTALLED REPELLENT SYSTEM

LIV is the first smart mosquito repellent system of its kind 
– combining protection and ease of use for the ultimate 
backyard addition. LIV provides mosquito protection where 
you want it, when you want it. From the leaders in spatial 
repellent technology, LIV is a backyard staple for entertain-
ers, smart home enthusiasts, and anyone who wants to 
enjoy the morning paper without swatting mosquitoes with 
it.



ON-DEMAND MAXIMUM PROTECTION SMART

Effective mosquito repellency within minutes Choose where you want protection, areas large and small Convenience and control from anywhere, anytime



ON-DEMAND CONVENIENCE

Always ready to use, delivering 
consistent repellency when you 
need it. Turn on at the push of a 
button.

ZoneCheck™ status indication via 
customized LED lighting.



MAXIMUM 
PROTECTION. 
WHERE YOU 
NEED IT THE 

MOST.

INSTALLED REPELLENT SYSTEM



SMART FEATURES

Turn your system on from anywhere. 
Automate your routine with schedules and timers. 

Fighting mosquitoes has never been this advanced.



WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING

“So easy and effective” - Bill S. Florida 

“Set it and forget it.” - Paul M. Massachusetts 

“Perfect Protection” - LFLR0007 Pennsylvania

“Dinner with family and friends has 
changed forever” - John B. Texas

“This has to be the 
world’s best insect 
repellent.”

“This is a no brainer... 
a whole new outdoor 
experience.”

AVERAGE CUSTOMER REVIEW: 5.0 STARS

“I would have never guessed how it has changed our 
lives. The bottom line is now we’re using our patio any-
time the weather allows. It’s so easy to use - takes less 
than 3 seconds to open the app and turn it on. And I can 
honestly say, as long as we wait about 12 minutes, we 
never see a mosquito.” - Edgewood Patio People 
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LIV Smart Hub
     Powers and controls your repellent system
     Push button on/off for on-demand system use
     Built in Wi-Fi allows for smartphone control with LIV+ app 
     (2.4 Ghz network required)

LIV Smart Mosquito Repeller
     All-weather design
     ZoneCheck™ light ring indicates system status
     Connect up to 6 repeller on each Smart Hub for customized protection
     Uses long lasting, replaceable Thermacell 5.5% Metofluthrin repellent cartridges

Mounting Options:

PRO-SERIES COMPONENTS



It’s time to live outside.




